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Outline	


•  Part 1: Gene Ontology and functional annotation	

–  How known functions are used to reveal new knowledge	


–  Gene Ontology	


–  What is an annotation?	


–  CACAO	


•  Part 2: Making annotations and challenges	

	




LEVERAGING WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT 
FUNCTION	




Leveraging What We Know About Function	


•  Functional profiling: For a list of genes, what 
functions are important?	

–  Genes turned up or down together	


•  Disease states	

•  Environmentalresponses	

•  Genotypes	

•  …	


–  Genes encoding proteins that physically interact	

–  Genes conserved in specific taxa	


–  Genes found in specific microbial communities	




Functional Profiling Example	


Among important changes in the ancestry of both 
humans and chimpanzees, but to a greater extent in 
humans, are the up-regulated expression profiles of 
aerobic energy metabolism genes and neuronal 
function-related genes, suggesting that increased 
neuronal activity required increased supplies of energy. 

Uddin et al. (2004) PNAS 101:2957-2962 



Leveraging What We Know About Function	


•  Guilt by association: For a gene of unknown function, 
can we infer its function from genes of known function:	

–  that are coexpressed across many conditions	


–  that are homologs	


–  that are coinherited across evolution	


–  that physically interact in a multiprotein complex	




Coexpression Correlates ���
with Common Function	


Lee et al. (2004) Genome Research 14:1085-1094 



What Do We Mean by Function?	


•  Massive body of published knowledge 	

–  Almost useless by itself!!	


•  We need 	

–  Knowledge that computers can analyze	

–  Common vocabulary across different organisms	


–  Disambiguation of synonyms	


–  Connection of related ideas that are more or less specific	

•  Examples: 	


–  polygon – quadrilateral – rectangle – square	

–  Enzyme – kinase – protein kinase – protein tyrosine kinase	




GENE ONTOLOGY	




Gene Ontology (GO)	


•  3 aspects (ontologies) :	

–  Molecular Function	


–  Biological Process	


–  Cellular Component	


•  Controlled vocabulary	

–  ID number for computers	


–  Name and definition for 
humans	


•  Relationships	


GO:0005886 



Molecular Function	


•  activities = what a 
protein can do by itself	


GO:0004347    hexokinase activity 

From PMID:9341134, rndsystems.com 

GO:0016301   Kinase activity 



Biological Process	


•  a commonly recognized series of events	

–  Including, but not just biochemical pathways	


GO:0051301  
cell division 

From ridge.icu.ac.jp,  

GO:0006351    
transcription, DNA dependent 



Cellular Component	


•  where a gene product acts	

–  Subcellular location	


–  Multicomponent complex	


From visualphotos.com, epmm.group.shef.ac.uk, wikimedia commons 

GO:0005739    
mitochondrion 

GO:0009274  
peptidoglycan-based cell wall 

GO:0005840 
ribosome 



GO terms 	


•  ID numbers	

•  Definitions	


•  Relationships	

–  Directed Acyclic Graph	


•  GO terms provide a way to 
describe functions, now we 
have to associate them with 
genes!	

–  AKA GO annotation	




GO ANNOTATION	




What is Annotation?	




What is Annotation?	




What is Annotation?	




What is Annotation?	


http://www.shakespeare-navigators.com/hamlet/H31.html 



Levels of Annotation for Genomes	


•  Metadata	

–  What is this genome?	


•  Features	

–  Where are things in the sequence?	


•  Products	

–  What do we know about the 

features?	


•  Systems	

–  What do the products do?	


•  individually?	

•  Working together?	


L. Stein (2001) Nature Reviews Genetics 2:493  



Functional Annotation w/GO	


•  Annotation:  a note that is made while reading any form of 
text	


•  GO Annotation:  a database entry in a specific format 
that associates a GO term with a gene product made 
based on evidence in a peer-reviewed paper	

–  Specific format makes the annotations readable by both 

computers and humans	

–  GO annotations capture the chain of evidence for how functions 

were inferred from experiments	

–  More when we talk about CACAO	




Where Do Annotations Come From?	


Literature	


Datasets	


Biocurators	

(rate limiting)	


Database	




•  >24 million peer-reviewed articles in PubMed	

•  Many millions of proteins recorded in UniProt	


http://www.uniprot.org 

Databases Need Help!	




CACAO	




What is CACAO?	


•  Community Assessment of Community Annotation with 
Ontologies  (CACAO)	

–  Annotation of gene function	


–  Competition	

•  Within a class	

•  Between teams at different schools	

•  More details next week	




How Does CACAO Work?	

•  Working in teams we will use the GONUTS website:	


–  http://gowiki.tamu.edu 	


•  Multiple innings: each is two weeks	

–  Annotation week: you make annotations on the website to get 

points	

–  Challenge week: you challenge annotations made by other teams 

to steal their points	


•  Open week	

–   You can challenge AND annotate in the same week	


–  RARE but help balance out holiday breaks, etc. between schools 	


•  You can make as many annotations as you want.	

–  You pick the topic	


–  You have to convince us that they are correct. 	

•  The default is that they are wrong!!	


•  Your annotations could end up in databases used by 
researchers all over the world	




How Does CACAO Work?	


•  Getting help is not cheating!	

–  Talk to your teammates	


–  Ask us questions	


–  Talk to other professors	


–  Email authors of papers	




What To Annotate	


•  You can start with a paper	

–  Find the proteins discussed, potential GO terms	


•  You can start with a GO term	

–  Modify PubMed search with keywords or organism	


•  You can start with a protein	

–  Find papers about the protein	


•  Don’t get stuck on what you started with	

–  Your first paper may not have experiments about function 

(Reviews)	

–  Reading about your initial protein may lead you to better 

information about other proteins	




Functional Annotation w/GO	


•  Annotation:  a note that is made while reading any form of 
text	


•  GO Annotation:  a database entry in a specific format 
that associates a GO term with a gene product made 
based on evidence in a peer-reviewed paper	




Starting with a paper	


•  Need a scientific paper with experimental data	

–  Use PubMed: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 	


•  Or use an alias like http://pubmed.com 	


–  No review articles, no books, no textbooks, no Wikipedia 
articles, no class notes…	


–  BUT you could start with those!	


–  DON’T start with the first paper you see from a random PubMed 
search	




Starting with a paper	


•  Need a scientific paper with experimental data	

–  PubMed review?	


–  We refer to the paper through the PMID number	

•  Not the full citation	


22110029 



PubMed Record	




Getting the Full Text	


•  The abstract is not enough for an annotation 
•  But, may be enough to reject a paper!!! 



Getting the Full Text	


•  Some papers are open 
access	

–  Pubmed Central	

–  Journal sites	


•  Others are pay only	

–  Don’t pay real $$!	


•  Your library may have 
subscriptions	


•  Pick a different paper	

•  Email the author and 

ask for a pdf	

–  Send us a copy	


	


	




Alternative Path: Start w/Full Text	




Alternative Path: Start w/Full Text	




Beware!	


•  Good science ≠ good for annotation	
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Beware!	


•  Good science ≠ good for annotation	




Functional Annotation w/GO	


•  Annotation:  a note that is made while reading any form of 
text	


•  GO Annotation:  a database entry in a specific format 
that associates a GO term with a gene product made 
based on evidence in a peer-reviewed paper	




Finding Proteins	


•  Search UniProt for something interesting	

•  Look in UniProt for the protein(s) in the paper you are 

reading.	


No matter what, you will need to find the protein’s accession on UniProt  
(http://uniprot.org)  

 
Use that accession to make a page for that protein on GONUTS  

(http://gowiki.tamu.edu) 
 

Add your GO annotations to the protein’s page on GONUTS 
 



UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org)	


•  If you have a paper, 
look for an accession	

–  UniProt accession	

–  NCBI Gene ID	


•  If you don’t have an 
accession, search by 
name/keyword	




UniProt Search Results	


•  Multiple entries	

–  Find the right one	


–  Icons	

•  Gold = Swissprot = 

reviewed	

•  Plain = TrEMBL = 

automated	




UniProt Records	


•  Lots of information to 
help you	

–  Summary of existing 

GO annotations	

•  Link to QuickGO for 

complete set of existing 
annotations	


–  Information about the 
protein	




Make Sure You Have the Right Protein	


•  Right species/strain	

•  Not a fragment	

•  Sometimes UniProt has multiple entries for the same 

protein	

–  Gold star = SwissProt = reviewed	

–  Blank star = TrEMBL = computational entry	


•  Sometimes the protein you want is not in UniProt	

–  May want to find another paper/protein	


•  Ask for help	

–  OK to email the UniProt help desk	

–  check your reasoning with us!	




Create a Protein Page in GONUTS	




Entering/Editing Annotations	




Functional Annotation w/GO	


•  Annotation:  a note that is made while reading any form of 
text	


•  GO Annotation:  a database entry in a specific format 
that associates a GO term with a gene product made 
based on evidence in a peer-reviewed paper	




•  GONUTS: 	
http://gowiki.tamu.edu 	

•  QuickGO: 	
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO 	


•  AmiGO2:  	
http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo  	


Finding GO Terms	










Strategies	


•  Search for a keyword and browse the ontology for the 
right term	

–  In GONUTS only search “Category” namespace if you get too 

many hits	

–  Look at the parents, children, and relatives	


–  Use Google, Wikipedia etc. to find alternative search terms	


•  Look at terms suggested by others for your protein	

–  Computational with the IEA evidence code	


–  Curators with TAS or IC	


•  Look at terms used for homologous proteins in model 
organisms	




Functional Annotation w/GO	


•  Annotation:  a note that is made while reading any form of 
text	


•  GO Annotation:  a database entry in a specific format 
that associates a GO term with a gene product made 
based on evidence in a peer-reviewed paper	




Evidence Codes for CACAO	


•  Evidence codes describe the type of work or analysis done by the authors	

–  IDA: Inferred from Direct Assay	

–  IMP: Inferred from Mutant Phenotype	


•  NOT just for mutations! Includes inferred from inhibition in vivo by drugs, RNAi, etc.	

–  IGI: Inferred from Genetic Interaction	

–  ISO: Inferred from Sequence Orthology	

–  ISA: Inferred from Sequence Alignment	

–  ISM: Inferred from Sequence Model	

–  IGC: Inferred from Genomic Context	


•  Expert biocurators get to use others, but we restrict them for CACAO. 
If it’s not one of these 7, your annotation is incorrect!!!	


•  http://gowiki.tamu.edu/wiki/index.php/evidence_codes 	




Decision Tree to Choose Evidence	




Evidence Pull-Down Menu	




Some Evidence Types ���
Require More Information	


•  With/from	

•  Evidence from sequence comparison	


–  With the protein accession for the protein you are comparing to	

•  That protein must have experimental annotation to the same GO 

term	


•  Evidence from computational analysis	

–  With the reference for the analysis tool	


•  Evidence from genetic interaction	

–  With the other gene(s) your protein is interacting with	




Evidence Codes for CACAO	


•  Picking the right evidence code is important	

•  Use the evidence code decision tree	


–  http://gowiki.tamu.edu/wiki/images/3/32/CACAO_decisiontree.pdf 	


•  Use the evidence code guidelines at the GO consortium 
website: 	
	

–  http://www.geneontology.org/GO.evidence.shtml 	


•  Discuss!	




Note Required for CACAO	




Example Paper	


http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8227000  
= 
http://www.jbc.org/content/268/32/24481.full.pdf  



Example Paper: What They Did	


•  Finding the proteins	

•  Do these tell us about the function?	


–  Figure 1: sequenced ParC and Part of ParE	


–  Figure 2: SDS page of purified proteins	

–  Figure 3: Relaxation and decatenation activities of TopoIV	


–  …	




Example Paper: Figure 3	


•  Panel A: relaxation	

•  Panel B: decatenation	

•  What do these mean?	




Example Paper: Figure 3	


•  Panel A: relaxation	

•  Panel B: decatenation	

•  What do these mean?	


•  Panel A shows GO:
0003916 ! DNA 
topoisomerase activity but 
does not show what kind	


•  Panel B shows GO:
0061505 ! DNA 
topoisomerase II activity	




Example Paper: Figure 4	


•  Shows ATP 
dependence: GO:
0003918 ! DNA 
topoisomerase type II 
(ATP-hydrolyzing) 
activity 	




Example Paper: GO annotation for E. coli ParC	



